Veterans Are Agreeable to Discussions About Firearms Safety in Primary Care
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**Background:** Discussing safe storage of firearms, including access, during times of crisis with veterans in primary care settings may enhance suicide prevention efforts. However, veteran attitudes toward such discussions are not well understood. The goal of this study is to understand the perspectives of veterans on discussing firearms storage safety with staff during primary care visits.

**Methods:** Individual semistructured interviews with veterans were conducted by telephone, qualitatively coded, and analyzed for themes. The sample was composed of veterans (n = 27) who had positive depression or post-traumatic stress disorder screens and who received care from Veterans Health Administration primary care team members trained to discuss firearms storage safety with patients.

**Results:** Citing the urgent need to prevent veteran suicide, most veterans felt discussing firearms safety was acceptable and needed, even if discussions felt uncomfortable or they had concerns. Veterans identified the need for providers to be transparent in their purposes for asking about firearms and to respect veterans’ unique relationships with firearms.

**Discussion:** Conducting firearms safety discussions in a primary care setting with veterans who are at elevated risk for suicide is acceptable to veterans when a respectful, veteran-centered, and transparent approach is used. (J Am Board Fam Med 2021;34:338–345.)
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approaches focused on reducing access to lethal means (ie, primarily firearms) have been developed in an effort to reduce deaths by suicide,7,8 and promising models and guidelines exist for delivering means safety counseling.7,8 Although means safety counseling can be delivered in any clinical setting, the knowledge and skills required to deliver that counseling have typically only been included in training for mental health clinicians. Yet, half of patients, including veterans, who die by suicide are seen in primary care settings in the month before death.9,10 Furthermore, most veterans, including those who die by suicide, access care outside of the Veterans Health Administration (VHA).11 These findings suggest that primary care clinics in public and private settings may be critical locations to engage veterans in discussions about firearm safety.

Many health systems have recognized the significant role of primary care in suicide prevention and have implemented screening protocols to identify patients with undiagnosed mental health conditions and/or elevated suicide risk, ultimately leading to mental health treatment and suicide risk mitigation strategies. Ideally, such strategies should include evidence-based interventions to reduce access to firearms among individuals with elevated suicide risk. In this article, we refer to discussions about safe firearms storage and decreasing access to firearms during times of elevated risk as firearm safety storage discussions. Safe firearms storage requires, at a minimum, keeping firearms locked and unloaded when not in use.

Studies have shown that veterans,12 other patient groups,13–15 and clinicians12,16 are frequently open to discussing firearms safety, especially when the information is delivered in a culturally sensitive, non-judgmental manner17–19 and patients are made aware of the direct relevance of safe firearm storage to safety and well-being.20 Other studies suggest that the credibility of physicians as messengers regarding firearms safety may be limited.21–23 Recently published work24,25 indicates veterans may have unique attitudes and experiences related to firearms that may impact firearms safety discussions with providers, and that trust and rapport between patients and providers is an important pre-text for acceptable firearm discussions. However, the perspectives of patients, particularly veterans, on discussing firearms safety with staff during primary care visits are unknown. We therefore sought to identify the perspectives of veterans who screened positive for mental disorders associated with suicide risk (post-traumatic stress disorder [PTSD] and/or depression26) and had recently visited a clinician who had engaged in a training program on discussing firearms storage safety in primary care. A secondary objective was to identify, from the veteran perspective, best practices for talking about firearms storage safety during primary care visits.

Methods
Data used in the current analysis were derived from a larger project to evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of a novel program to train primary care staff to have firearms storage safety discussions in primary care settings. The training program focused primarily on equipping staff with background information and strategies for discussing safe storage of firearms with patients who likely have elevated risk for suicide, in this case, veterans who screen positive for depression or PTSD during routine primary care screenings. In the initial phase of the project, the research team used an iterative design process involving input from veterans and primary care staff to adapt and refine training content for use within VA primary care settings.

In the second phase of the project, we conducted a preliminary evaluation of the firearm storage safety training program. As one aspect of this effort, we gathered preliminary qualitative data (reported here) from patients to learn to what extent the education program may have impacted staff–patient interactions following depression and PTSD screening. Based on our and others’ work showing low rates of documentation of firearms discussions in clinical records, even among patients with known elevated suicide risk,27–30 we expected that despite staff participation in the training program, many patients would not have had firearms safety discussions with their clinicians. We therefore also sought to gather patient perspectives on the idea of discussing firearms safety with primary care staff even when they had not had such discussions. The project was approved by the Institutional Review Board of VA Portland Health Care System.

Setting and Participants
This training and evaluation project took place within the VA Portland Health Care System, a
large medical center in the Pacific Northwest that provides health care services to approximately 100,000 unique patients each year across 11 urban and rural clinics. The VHA national patient care database, a repository of clinical and administrative data for all VHA patients refreshed daily, was used to identify potentially eligible patients who (1) were seen by a primary care provider in the month following the staff member’s participation in the firearm safety training program, and (2) had screened positive for depression (cutoff score of 3 on the Patient Health Questionnaire-2 [PHQ-2])\(^3\) or PTSD (cutoff score of 4 on the primary care PTSD screen for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5 [DSM-5] [PC-PTSD-5])\(^1\) during the primary care visit. It is standard practice for patients seen in VA primary care to also be administered a single item at the time of depression or PTSD screening that assesses for current suicidal thoughts (PHQ-9 item 9; thoughts of death or self-injury within the past 2 weeks). The suicidal thoughts screen result did not impact study eligibility. We excluded patients who had documented diagnoses in the electronic health record (EHR) of dementia, cognitive disturbance, or severe hearing impairment, which might impede participation in a telephone interview.

**Procedures**

Between April and August 2019, 1016 patients from the 2 VA Portland Health Care System clinics were assessed for potential eligibility using data from the EHR, and 382 letters were mailed introducing the study to those who met initial inclusion criteria and asking them to contact the research team if they would be willing to participate. The team followed up with a phone call 2 weeks later to veterans who did not respond to the letter. Twenty-seven patients were enrolled; 5 veterans contacted the team following receipt of the recruitment letter, and 22 were recruited via telephone follow-up. Participants completed an approximately 30-minute-long interview about their recent primary care visit. Verbal informed consent was obtained from all participants before interview participation. Each veteran received a $25 gift card for completing the interview. Interviews were transcribed and coded by 3 members of the research team.

Interviews were conducted by telephone with experienced qualitative interviewers using an interview guide. During interviews, participants were asked if they recalled whether firearm safety was discussed at their recent primary care visit, their comfort with the conversation, and any thoughts regarding what their primary care team should know about when discussing firearm safety and mental health with veterans. For veterans who reported that they did not recollect discussing firearms safety at a primary care visit, we asked how they might feel if they were to be asked these questions by their provider.

We employed a hybrid conventional and directed content analysis to organize data into themes,\(^3\) first broadly seeking the pertinent perspectives of the interviewees. Next, to ensure that the projects’ objectives were addressed, we followed with a directed analysis of themes such as “mental health in primary care” to complement the inductive approach. All 3 members of the coding team began by independently coding 3 (10% of the sample) of the same interviews, followed by discussions to establish a shared understanding of meaning and to develop the codebook. Two members of the team independently coded each of the remaining 24 interviews, intermittently checking in with the coding team to discuss meanings and subsequent adaptations of the codebook. Feedback on themes was also sought from the broader author team. We used Atlas.ti software for all analyses.\(^3\) Demographic information was collected from the EHR or from self-report by the participants at the time of interviews.

**Findings**

Twenty-seven participants completed individual, semistructured interviews. Participants were mostly male (93%), non-Hispanic white (67%), and had an average age of 56 (range 27 to 81), which is similar to the veteran population overall.\(^5\) Veterans were diverse across armed service branches and service era: 10 served in the Army, 6 in the Navy, 7 in the Marine Corps, 5 in the Air Force, and 1 in the Air National Guard. Ten served post-9/11, 6 served during the Gulf War, and 12 served during the Vietnam era. Six participants (22%) completed a 4-year college degree or higher. Of those interviewed, 10 (37%) recalled having had a firearms safety discussion. Personal firearm ownership was not
explicitly assessed due to the sensitive nature of the topic. The literature suggests that approximately half of veterans own firearms.\textsuperscript{36} During our interviews, the majority of participants shared positive attitudes toward firearms ownership or self-disclosed ownership without prompting.

**Firearms Safety Discussions Are Necessary Given Suicide Risk among Veterans**

Nearly all veterans in the sample felt that firearms safe storage discussions were acceptable. The group consistently reported, without directly being asked, that they are aware of the current suicide crisis among fellow veterans. Despite any discomforts they might have, these veterans felt firearms discussions are appropriate and necessary given elevated rates of veteran suicides. When asked how they felt when asked about firearm storage by their primary care provider, a veteran explained that the questions may feel personal, but he understands why the VA is asking.

It doesn’t bother me coming from them, because I trust them. It seems to me, it’s nobody’s business but mine. Then again, I also understand we’re losing a bunch of guys every day to suicide...so I understand the question, beyond my personal feelings. –506a (Vietnam era)

Given his concerns about the high suicide risk for post-9/11 veterans, another respondent described why asking about firearm storage safety in primary care is needed:

I feel like it’s appropriate. I don’t feel like it’s inappropriate, considering what has happened in these past years. In fact, after 9/11, I had said to some of my family members, “there’s going to be a lot of people that need a lot of health care. Not just physical, but there’s going to be a lot of emotional issues coming out of this,” and that was 18 years ago. –565a (post-9/11 era)

Some veterans associated their own mental health experiences with their willingness to discuss firearm storage safety. One veteran who experienced some mental health concerns said:

My personal opinion on it would be, if a mental condition is established or there are strong depression indicators, then firearms questions should be asked at that point. Prior to that, I’m not sure it’s relevant until there’s an indicator that it’s a concern. Which in my case, it was a concern. Asking me was a perfectly reasonable and logical thing to do. –584a (post-9/11 era)

**Willingness to Discuss Firearms Safety Comes with Concerns**

Some veterans voiced concerns about the implications of disclosure in a clinical environment. Some reported they were worried the provider may want to remove their firearms or felt their provider might not understand their perspective on firearms.

It’s a personal thing. I don’t generally talk about it, because a lot of people don’t understand it. – 579a (Vietnam era)

Another veteran explained that being asked about firearms made him feel targeted as a gun owner, but that providing a rationale for the discussion may help ease those concerns.

I’ve been around firearms my whole life. I was in the military too. I don’t see myself as a dangerous person, I don’t consider myself that. But then you feel like you’re being targeted because of it. Because you do everything you’re supposed to, but then why are you asking me about something—other people’s issues become yours, you know?… Maybe more lead into the question, for some other people, might be less off-putting. [Not] Just, “you own firearms?” [laughs], maybe an explanation of the rationale. –592a (post-9/11 era)

For a few veterans in our sample, talking about firearm safety in primary care did not “feel right.” One veteran explained that firearm safety discussions should not be a priority for his primary care provider.

It would be like them portraying themselves as a cop [laughs]. I mean that’s my outlook on it. It kind of pulls them away from being a doctor…like I say she’s more focused on me as a person and not worrying about if I’m dealing with weapons. –783b (Gulf War era)

**Veterans Have Unique Relationships to Firearms**

To understand some of the misgivings about providers discussing firearms in a healthcare setting, veterans reported that clinicians need to appreciate that military experiences may shape veterans’
perspectives on firearm safety, and that these military experiences should be acknowledged within the context of discussing firearm safety.

I’m not sure that’s an appropriate thing to ask [in primary care]—we’re veterans. We worked around firearms our entire career. It’s second nature to us. It’s like asking an accountant “do you know how to work a calculator?” Which is a little insulting. It just is. —584a (post-9/11 era)

One respondent believes veterans may take pause before disclosing information about their firearms to those who have not been in the military, including health care providers, because they may not share their perceptions of what it means to own and use firearms.

There are a lot of vets...it would seem like an invasion of privacy for people to be asking about them. It’s like giving up your fighting position in a combat situation. It seems counterintuitive. I think [asking about firearm storage is] appropriate, although I would totally understand for any reason, no matter how nicely you say it, that there’s no way that you can prevent some veterans from taking offense or being hesitant. —568a (post-9/11 era)

To respect veterans’ knowledge of firearms, one participant pointed to the importance of language. Specifically, clinicians should indicate they are concerned about firearm storage rather than using generic terms such as “firearm safety,” because it should be obvious that the veteran understands firearm safety.

Mixed Findings on How Veterans Want Firearm Safety Discussions Delivered

Most veterans in our sample preferred personalized discussions of means safety with a primary care provider that they trust. However, for some veterans, a standardized and impersonal approach might feel more comfortable. One participant remembers being asked on a computer before his appointment, and explains why it was preferable:

I think when someone asks you that personally, and you’re in that environment you immediately start thinking, “oh wait a minute, is there something wrong with me? Is there something that’s causing them to ask that question?” That makes it feel a little awkward. —593a (post-9/11 era)

Discussion

Nearly all participants in our study reported that they understood why a primary care provider might engage in firearms safety discussions, particularly given the elevation in suicide rates among veterans. Some misgivings were reported, with concerns that questions felt too personal or the provider’s motives for asking about firearms were unclear (ie, whether firearms might be removed), which may reflect the documented division found between gun owners and nonowners where some gun owners are weary of gun control efforts. Yet, these misgivings did not supersede their agreeing to participating in firearms safety discussions, pointing to the strong potential for primary care staff to play a significant role in risk reduction.

Our interview findings also underscore the unique relationship and experiences veterans have with firearms, the impact of military service on their perspectives, and the need for this to be acknowledged and affirmed by clinicians during firearms discussions, which closely parallels recent findings by Simonetti et al. Our findings also align with other prior literature that suggests that, if done in a respectful and transparent manner, patients are comfortable discussing firearms safety in clinical settings, including those receiving mental health care. Contextualizing the question (ie, “firearm storage” is preferred over “firearm safety”) as well as relating that questions are for the purpose of suicide prevention have also been recognized as helpful strategies. However, participants also described veteran-specific concerns of which primary care providers and teams should be aware, including recognition of veterans’ history, relationship, and expertise with firearms. Notably, while the majority of participants preferred personalized discussions with providers, a few preferred that structured firearm safety questions be used, such that everyone be asked in the same, less personal way. The perspective of these few veterans aligns with prior research showing that structured, computerized methods for assessing and addressing sensitive behavior may be more appropriate for some individuals.

Our findings have other implications for practice. Veterans are generally aware of elevated suicide risk among veterans; this information helps support the rationale for firearms storage safety discussions. In addition, acknowledging veterans’ prior training and experience with firearms may be a way to convey respect. Taking advantage of these findings, a clinician might say, “I know you have been trained in the use of firearms, but because we know...
veterans have increased risk for suicide, I would like to have a conversation about your firearms. Is that OK?” Clearly, additional research needs to be conducted to identify and test potential scripts for clinicians to use to optimize acceptability and positive impact of firearms storage safety discussions. Our data also suggest that messaging about firearms safety may sometimes be more impactful if it comes from a staff member (e.g., nurse or medical assistant) other than the primary care provider; to enhance credibility or help allay concerns about motives for the discussion, for example, by team members who are firearms owners or are veterans themselves. Finally, we note that many veterans do not receive VHA care, and some may not routinely receive any health care; thus, it is important to continue to develop multifaceted approaches to improving firearms safety that extend beyond the VHA and health care settings.

**Limitations**

Although our small, qualitative sample demographically resembles the larger veteran population, the study is subject to some selection and response biases in that our participants may have been more willing to talk about firearms. We note that our sample had a slightly higher average level of education compared with national norms for veterans. Veterans were also recruited from 2 suburban primary care clinics in the Portland, Oregon metropolitan area, which may not reflect perspectives of those in rural locations or in other parts of the country. As with the general population, veterans hold a broad range of sociopolitical views that may influence perceptions and communications about firearms that may not be fully represented here. Furthermore, while a number of suicide decedents have no known mental health diagnosis at time of death, our study garnered perspectives from veterans who screened positive for mental health conditions, pointing to the need for more extensive exploration with a larger, more diverse sample, including veterans not using VHA care. Finally, this study was exploratory; while only a few veterans in the sample recalled having spoken with a provider about firearms, attitudes around hypothetical future firearms safety discussions in primary care were explored. Future research is needed to tease out the nuances of the effects of staff training on patient outcomes.

**Conclusion**

More than half of veterans who die by suicide visit their primary care provider a month before their death, underscoring the critical role of primary care providers in suicide prevention. Our findings support that discussing firearm-related safety in such settings may be an acceptable practice among veterans. Specifically, the findings support discussions of firearms safety in VHA primary care settings as part of an effort to reach at-risk veteran populations who might not otherwise be identified for intervention and offer several lessons learned that may translate into practice. Participants were generally aware and concerned that veterans are at higher risk for suicide than other populations. This provides a veteran-specific rationale for firearm safety discussions. However, providers should be mindful of the need to conduct such discussions in a transparent and respectful manner that considers the unique relationship veterans have with firearms.

*To see this article online, please go to: http://jabfm.org/content/34/2/338.full.*
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